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About This Software

VertoStudio VR is a fully-capable 3D modeling studio designed to run entirely in VR! No mirroring or external software is
required of any kind. You can use it to import FBX, OBJ, DAE (and more) directly in front of you, then configure every aspect
of the visual display of these scenes directly down to the individual polygons. It also supports a full-scale desktop 3D modeling

mode that can run at the same time as the VR mode!

Whether you are mocking up a quick VR workflow, or designing production VR environments, this tool eliminates all of the
pipeline complexity involved with getting 3D assets and content into VR quickly. Using Verto Studio, there is no more

guesswork in designing for VR. By including a traditional desktop-based 3D modeling mode, artists can move into VR at their
own pace, and leverage the benefits of both modes as they navigate their way into this new technology.

Verto Studio VR Features

 Create 3D scenes from scratch without the need for external computers or software.
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 Prefabs: Plane, Cube, Sphere, Torus, Cylinder, Sketch (draw in 3D), Terrain height map (image based), Text (supports
custom ttf fonts)

 Object edit mode: Rotate, Translate, Scale, Select entire objects and manipulate their transforms.

 Includes real-world unit system for editing absolute position and scale of objects in meters.

 Snap to grid, snap to vertex, snap to edge, snap to face

 Low-Poly CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Chisel)

 Live polycount reduction (quadratic mesh simplification),

 UV texcoord editing

 Subdivide

 Mesh smooth

 Vertex weld

 Grabbing objects & polygonal selections via grip buttons.

 Teleport and Fly locomotion support

 VR Skyboxes environments: Includes Blue sky, gray sky, light grey environments (or can be disabled).

 Immersive VR (IVR) scale setting via simple control to easily dial in scale of entire scene.

 Left-handed controller mode.

 Multiple editable lights

 Material editing: Phong, Reflective/refractive environment mapping, Bump mapping, Toon shading

 Runs custom GLSL shaders created in other versions of the app

 File importing: FBX, DAE, OBJ, and more

 File Exporting: OBJ and vsxproj (Verto Studio)

 Concurrent editing features (drop into desktop editor while in VR at the same time).

 Export Verto Studio scenes to cloud drive.

 Full-featured Desktop Mode allowing editing concurrent with VR viewer (two-user mode).

 VR Voice Commands on Windows 10 "Edit", "Select All", "Delete", etc.

 HoloPlay mirroring support for Looking Glass Displays

 Complete file compatibility with the HoloLens, iOS, and Mac versions of Verto Studio 3D

 and more!
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Title: Verto Studio VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Verto Studio LLC
Publisher:
Verto Studio LLC
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480

English
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The visual representation and the game plot are very clever. This game was a pleasant surprise with remarkable good controls
and game progression. A very funny 2D platform game experiment.. I think I almost made it!. A dull beat 'em up that gets
overly repetitive way to quickly.
A wacky theme but the pixel art was lackluster, the music was good but the sound effects were out of place.. Not good yet. Like
others have said, it has potential. But right now it is not good or fun. There is absolutely no structure to the game. You are
plopped down into an open space, given some guns and turrets then baddies come at you. The controls are bad, the guns track
badly, the reloading mechanism make you want to just forget that the game has guns to play with, it is so low rez that you cannot
tell what is going on. This is alpha state, maybe even pre alpha. Give the developers time to actually produce a game and not just
proof of concept for friends to play, then maybe it will be worth selling to people.. My friend got this for me when it was $.49. I
gave him much tanks.. Outstanding! Probably the best adventure based "brain game" I have ever played. Great graphics and
challenging puzzles. WELL DONE!!!!! I want more!!!. Surpisingly grim fairy tale-like story. Gameplay is a bit of an odd duck,
harder than that of most VN, but simpler than that of most straight-up card games. There's still enough depth to it that I did not
find it too boring over the 10 or so hours of the game, but I was really playing this for the story more than the game play.

The art is great, the story and characters are decent and entertaining enough. A bit expensive perhaps for the amount of game,
but I would recommend it if on sale.
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Didn't list amounts in package description. (50x baits, 10x others)

The wording for Credits(?) and Baitcoins are exactly the same.
The credits are just standard currency, unless I missed something.

I don't really feel negatively towards this pack, but the execution was... horrific. (At least it's on theme?)

Edit: Oh. They edited the package description. Yay.. its good
. Do not buy this game.

The Devs decided to quit 5 days into a $15 game, am so annoyed right now as I like the concept of the game so i wanted to
invest in something but 5 days later, they quit and basically took the money and run. I cannot get a refund as ive played over 2
hours of this game.

They should take the game down from being able to buy but they wont.

DO NOT BUY - GAME ABANDONED. great dlc that adds replay value. Wishmere is an excellent game and I highly
recommend this game to those that love "old school" beat em ups, or wanting to get into the genre.

The gameplay is great, it really does have that old-school beat em up feel to it. The attacks are quite fluid and fast too. Although
there are some differences that separate this game from the rest. You can perform combos to do high amounts of damage. There
is an active block that you can utilize to negate damage.

As for characters, each one has their own unique set of special moves and secret arts. Special moves can be used on their own or
can be used in a combo, kinda like a finisher. Secret arts are like your ultimate moves, some can wipe out enemies on the
screen, while others may grant you additional attack powers. There are also team attacks that you can perform with another
player that can potentially wipe the screen of enemies.

There are currently two modes that you can play, arcade and story mode. Arcade mode has 3 difficulties: easy, medium, and
hard. These 3 difficulties are basically like horde mode except it is not infinite, after you beat 5 rounds the level ends, but you
can always replay. Then you have your endless mode, the rounds are infinite and you play until you run out of health.

As for story mode you get to learn more about the characters and the lore of the game. There isnt much currently, but will
definitely be expand upon as the game gets updated.

There is only local coop as of now. Online coop is TBD. From a singleplayer standpoint the game is still very enjoyable, not one
moment did I ever get bored from playing by myself. That is not to say I dont want Online MP, I would love to see it
implemented.

As for hours to price ratio, you will definitely get your moneys worth from this game and more.

Overall Wishmere is an excellent game to play and add it to your already awesome collection of games. I hope this review helps
you in deciding whether to purchase the game or not.. The game is spoilt ny the lack of auto save points.

If you die you go back to a prevous point having to repeat already done sections, rather than a comvientent pont to continue the
gane.

The gane can only be rated as poor until the gamed is updated to remove these failings. Its a fun game and I would give it 7/10 at
the price it being sold at and how it is ATM.

The downsides I found are having to go through the on rails tutorial for the 5? missions before it let you access options or
anything other menus.
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The controls advice is sometimes wrong, game seems to say scrolling down zooms in when it's really scroll up and the click and
drag to move camrea and send ships it fine.. Fun, easy to play, hard to master old school experience.. I am writing this review
primarily for those who have also reviewed it and have claimed that the controls are somehow bad.

The simple fact is that if you are finding the controls difficult, you are trying to play the game wrong. Trying to play this game
like a normal platformer, staying on the ground, trying to time your jumps, and ignoring many of Gish's abilties will result in
abysmal failure. Instead, your main focus needs to be on your momentum. Knowing the levels is key, so that you can plan out a
route before hand which is fluid and smooth. Even a tiny change in your path can drastically change how you move across the
terrain and can be the difference between leaping across a huge gap or flopping and losing all your speed. Jumping is everything.
Setting yourself up properly for a good jump, even if that requires you to go out of your way or backtrack, can often lead to
significantly improved times due to the extra speed you will carry out of it.

That being said, this isn't easy. Even beyond the ~15 hours I have clocked on Steam I had played the demo extensively many
years ago. One of the great things you can do when you do get good at it is speedrunning it for fun, as I stated before the
gameplay revolves around keeping your speed, and there are also a number of shortcuts, alternate routes, or even somewhat
abusable physics bugs which you can use to your advantage.

As for other things, the Edmund McMillen style is nice, though the graphics and interface are clearly dated. There are a number
of minor bugs in the physics which can be frustrating until you learn to work around them. Overall I think the uniquness of the
gameplay outweighs the flaws.

I'll end with a couple tips for those who want to become better:
-tapping sticky while climbing allows you to climb much faster, it also helps while moving across the ground
-being at high speed and then pressing sticky will cause you to compress down, allowing you to get a good jump in
-holding slippery+heavy while in the tiny tubes will make you go faster through them, and sometimes you can launch out of the
exit
-slippery+heavy is optimal for pushing blocks around without getting caught up on them
-while climbing, you can swing around 90 degree corners by tap-releasing sticky and using the arrow keys to shift your weight.
Mixed feelings about this game that LOOKS casual but is anything but.

Pro:

- Good looks
- Plays nicely. No complaints on the UI.

Con:
- This game is NOT a casual game even though it looks like it. Difficulty is surprisingly high and you must employ all the tricks
you know on how to extend those combos. It is not unusual to decide the end result on the very last card using everything you
got. Wild cards are really important in this game.
- Replaying hands because thats what it will eventually go to. RInse and repeat.

Now i like Legends of Solitaire and Faerie Solitaire in which i could beat all challenges relatively easily but this game is much
harder. The Casual element is gone - this is some serious work if you want to get ahead in this game once you start getting closer
to half-way on the map and i am not sure i like this design - conversely f you turn it around some people will think this is the
best game precisely because it challenges you.

So pick which one you like, casual entertainment or a more serious solitaire challenge and buy accordingly.

Beat Hazard Ultra: Tractor Beam Turrets!:
Here's a new teaser image: Tractor Beam Turrets!

http://www.coldbeamgames.com/blog.html

mmmmmmm.... :)
. New DLC launching for Re;birth 1 on February 4!!:
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We're happy to announce two new DLC for the Steam® version of Hyperdimension Neptunia™ Re;Birth1! The DLC launches
on February 4, 2019 with a WEEKLONG 30% OFF discount! Check out the details for the DLC below:

Hyperdimension Neptunia™ Re;Birth1 DLC:. Developer Update 9:

First round of testing for the new update was done, and we got a lot of valuable feedback from the closed-testing group. The
biggest input was, that we need to work more on the quest structure and help screens that would explain all the new features and
content. So while a lot of balancing and minor adjustments were made, we started working on a new quest system and many
support features. This is also one of the main reasons, why the build was not released on the Preview branch yet. But don’t
worry, we will get there.
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COG DRILLSHIP LOCATIONS. Win a Free Copy of Gurumin: A Monstrous Adventure:
Calling all Twitter Fans! It's Contest Time!

Now for something entirely different!

Gurumin: A Monstrous Adventure  is a fantastic JRPG (reviews) and we're giving away five free Steam keys.

Just share your favorite Gurumin review, interview or stream via twitter to @mastiffgames using #GuruminRocks and you'll be
entered.. In progress:
Greetings, friends!

Barely two weeks had passed since the start of the sales of 'Neighboring Islands' on Steam, and we are already working on the
second chapter!

Progress report:
1. Plot is completely written out and sent for translation.
2. Work on preparation of illustrations has begun.
3. Draft version of the code is already getting set up to speed up the process.

The experience of releasing the first chapter was invaluable to us. We got a lot of bumps and bruises, but now these past
mistakes allow us to approach the work process more competently, which accelerates it tenfold.

What to expect in the second chapter:
1. Game duration will increase to at least twice of what it is now.
2. New storylines and achievements.
3. Large amount of new artworks.
4. Improvement of the character relationship system, which will provide benefits, including activation of hidden content.

Therefore we hasten to assure that the second part is not far off and it will be distributed for FREE to those who will have the
first chapter of the "Neighboring Islands" in the list of their Steam games.
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Thank you all for your support!. Dating Update Live!:
The update you've all been waiting for is here! Max's house is ruined and now she's forced to call upon one of five potential love
interests to come to her rescue!

Each love interest has a lengthy story section of their own to play through, and it's worth going back and seeing what the other
paths have to offer via the Continue option on the main menu, as there's a lot of unique scenes for each character. I know some
of you will be very amused by Victoria's route!

If you find any bugs or errors in the update, leave us a message here or on our Steam discussion boards, or alternatively send us
a message at lachedupgames@gmail.com.

Enjoy the update, and thanks again for playing Max's Big Bust!

Cheers :)
Lachlan
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